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OH.A.FTER I 
I!ITRO DUO TIOB 
SUpervision is inherent in hospital positions of all 
professional nurses !rom the staff nurse to the nursing 
administrator. Nurses assigned as supervisors at the inter-
mediate level between head nurses and the administrator of 
nursing service have supervision as their major function. 1 
Nursing administrators in assessing the quality of 
nursing practice need to evaluate the effectiveness of super-
vision in promoting improvements in patient care. 
As a first step in the process of evaluating super-
vision it would seem important to discover the factors that 
influence the number of supervisors employed. This approach 
is based on the assumption that there is a relationship between 
the number ot supervisors and the effectiveness of supervision 
sinee "qualit7 of service is a function, that is, an inherent 
factor, ot quantity. When we assess the adequac1 of numbers, 
we assume the quality of units. n2 
1oecelia M. Perrodin, sfntWt1on ot N~siy servfce 
Ptf19DI•b (New York: the Maomii &n Company, 19 ), pp. 9• 1. 
2Herman finer, Adm1n1§tratTon f?d the Nurs1PS service (Bew York: !he Macmillan Oompan,, §52 , p. 48. 
' 1 
2 
Factors which attect the numerical staffing require-
ments for supervisory pos1 t1ons in hosp1 tala are many and 
varied, Each hospital is unique in that there are differences 
in the physical plant, the number and variety of clinical 
services, the complexity ot medical and nursing programs, the 
educational activities, the amount and kind of research 
activity, the turnover rate of patients and personnel, and 
the special oompetenoles of ward nursing personnel in the 
particular dl.1n1cal area. 
In the belief that there aay be common factors 
existing in hospitals operated by one federal agency, this 
study is an attempt to discover the factors that influenced 
the number of supervisors in thirty-eight Veterans Adminis-
tration hospitals. 
What are the tactots that influenced the number of 
day supervisors in thirty-eight Veterans Administration 
hosp:ttal.s? 
The topic selected for 1nqui~ is of practical concern 
to the Veterans Administration Hosp~tal Nursing Services. The 
Ohiefs, Nursing Service, are responsible for assessing or 
3 
evaluating the quality of nursing practice, of which super-
. vision is an integral part. 
A method of calculating numerically the staffing 
requirements tor supervisorr positions has not been developed 
in the Veterans Adm1n1strat1on. Nor ls there an overall ratio 
tor designating a supervisor's span of control. 
This study reflects the investigator's feeling that 
from selected data and opinions expressed by Chiefs, Nursing 
Service. some of the factors which influenced the number of 
day supervisors could be identified. 
The scope of this study 1s ltm1ted to the number of 
day supervisory positions established in thirty-eight 
· hospitals operated by the Veterans Administration. Foous of 
· attention is on the number of supervisors w1 thout attempting 
to determine the effectiveness of supervision provided by the 
incumbents ot the positions. However, part of the findings 
of the study will reflect the opinions o:t Chiefs, Nursing 
Service, concerning: ( 1) the nUlllerioal adequacy of the day 
supervisory staff, and (2) whether or not the supervisory 
needs ot ward nursing personnel were being met. 
'l 
4 
De{in1 t1on of Teg 
For purposes of this study, supervisor is defined as 
"a professional nurse who 1s assigned the responsibility of 
providing and improVing nursing service of two or more units, 
each of which is in charge of a head nurse. 11 3 
Because of the nation-wide distribution of Veterans 
Administration hospitals, it was determined that a mailed 
quest1onnaire4 would be the quickest and simplest method bJ 
Which pertinent information could be obtained from the 
greatest nUilber. 
The structure of the questionnaire was such as to 
obtain factual information concerning the existing supervisory 
span of control. In addition, opinions were elicited from the 
respondents concerning their appraisals of the numerical 
adequao1 of the day supervisory staffs and whether or not the 
superVisory needs of personnel were being met. 
3wational League of Nursing Education, H9sRital B§§'TBi S•fJC2! ~Ufl (New York: National League of Nursing, 
1 0 • p. • 
4Append1x A. 
5 
The questionnaire was a.a1led to the Chief's, Nursing 
Service, in forty-three Veterans Administration hospitals. 
·• The data obtained in the replies trom thirty-eight respondents 
. were compiled, cross-tabulated, and analyzed. 
Spguenge 2t Preseptation 
The study is reported in the :following sequence: 
Chapter II contains the theoretical framework of the study; 
' 
· Chapter III will describe the methodology; Chapter IV will 
•eport the findings; and Ohapter V will conclude with the 
. summary, oonolus1ons, and recommendations. 
,-;",~C~.~•cSco-'~ -~ --~~'0~=~===-,'"=;..,..~-=-~-=.- --=c:"=~=cc.:~=~.~~ ~> 
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CHAPTER II 
'rHEORETICAL FHA~Ui;WORK OF Tl:IE STUDY 
Review of Literature 
The. need to examine, clarify, and define the role of 
;: the supervisor in the hospital nursing service is recognized 
II 
!I by the nursing profession which "seems to have some 
~I 
difficul. ty in classifying the nurse supervisor, since she is 
' both the administrator and teacher .• • ttl .. 
In contrast to other positions in nursing, which are 
~ ; 
more easily definable, that of supervisor has not been 
i 
,, cle.arly understood. nProbably no position in nursing is 
.l more nebulous, misunderstood, and fraught lvith difficulties 
~; 
;! than that of tbe supervisor. And probably no function is 
I! less understood or more obscure than supervision. u2 
a 
:; Since "nursing supervision is a service devised to 
~ ' 
improve patient care by the promoting, stimulating, and 
fostering of personnel growth and welfare"3 it is evident 
that it is necessary for administrators to understand the 
lFiner, p. 176. 
2Helen M. Donovan, "What is SUpervision?", Nursip.g 
OUtlook, V (June, 19.57), p. 371. 
>Perrodin, p. 1. 
6 
ii 
7 
supervisory process. The concept of supervision has been 
stated as a "relationship between two or more people; a 
cooperative relationship which stimulates g:routh of the person 
being supervised, thereby increasing the efficiency of 
service. n4 
Because of their ow 1nd1 vidual backgrounds of 
experience and education and the demands of the unique 
situations in which they operate, nursing administrators 
interpret and use supervision in different ways. The nursing 
administrator, wishing to provide supervision of the caliber 
that "does not merely aid persons to solve their problems; 
• • • Lbui/ provides the cond1 tions under which all may 
participate as .free agents 1n the solution of common 
problemsn5 must ensure that the span o.f supervisory control 
is consistent with supervision in depth rather than on a 
superficial level. This 1mpl1es that the span of control 
should be such that the supervisor will have adequate time in 
which to understand and motivate personnel to attain the major 
objective of nursing service through their cooperative ef.forte 
4Eleanor c. Lambertson, JdHta§!on for N~r~1ns Leader-~ (Philadelphia: J. ». Lipp1ncot ~mpany, t 5 ), p. tSO. 
5w1111am H. Burton and Leo J. Brueckner,~eryis&on: 
A Soo!~ Froge~g 3rd Ed. (New York: Appleton-Cen ~-crofts, 
fnc., 55}, P• 5. 
ll 
8 
and thereby increase their job sat1sfact1on. 6 
nThe principle of span of control rn.ean~ that the 
number of persons reporting to any executive should be limited 
to those Whom he can effectively su:perv1ae."7 This s:pa.n of 
control principle of good organization 1s based on two oon• 
s1derations: the psychological "span of attention" and the 
~~ number of direct relationships between the supervisor and 
those supervised .. 8 It is nknown empirically • • • that one 
of the surest sources of delay and confusion 1 s to allow any 
superior to be directly responsible for the control of too 
many subordinates.n9 
students of adm.inistra:~on have long recognized 
that in practice, no • • • Lone7should attempt to 
supervise directly more than .t!'ve, or at the most, 
six other individuals Whose work is interrelated • 
• • • An indiVidual who is co-ordinating the work 
of others Whose dut1as ~teroonneot must take into 
account in his decia1o~a, not only the reactions or 
ea.oh person concerned as an individual• but alDo h1s 
reactions as a mamber of any possible grouping of 
6paul P1~ors and Charles A. Myers, Pe;so»Ael ~2~~­
:1 ;?r~T!n 3rd Ed. (New York: MoGraw-Hill Book Oompany,~ 
7 John M. Pfiffner, fll!p§BPiff1s,pn of Pe&:~Jf~et • 2D.d 
!' Ed. (.Englewood Ol1fts, N. J. :ren°oe-Hail, ino. ~n , p. 54. 
8v. V. Gra.icunas" · "Relationship in organization, 11 Papei:I9e sg~enge if A41ifis~li!2»• ed. Luther Guleck and 
L. U c {New Yor : Ins· tute o :Public Administration,. 
Oolumb1a. University, 1937), p. 184. 
9.ll!JJ!. • p. 183. 
9 
persons Which may arise during the course ot the 
work •••• A supervisor with tive subordinates 
reporting directly to him, Who adds a sixth, 
increases his available human resources by 20 per 
cent. But he adds appro:ximatelr 100 per cent· to 
the complexity and 11tf1oulty ot his task of co-ord1nat1on~lO 
This adm1n1strat1 ve span of control principle is no 
longer accepted without question. "!he textbook principles 
·. ot organization • • • Lfnolud1n&7 span of control • • • 
comprise a logically persuasive set of assumptions •• • • 
The literature gives the impression that these classical 
·. principles are beyond challenge. u 11 The reason this principle 
may be questioned is that it "may not apply to the special 
situat1oa" 12 such as hospital nursing services. In these 
situations the philosophf and objectives of the individual 
:: hosp1 tal, the oomple:x1 ty ot its services, the tendency to 
i: medical emergencies, and the var,.tng oapab1lit1es of the 
nursing statf will influence the administrative decision 
regarding the supervisory span of control. 
The relationship between the needs of personnel and 
1 ~. U:rtd.ck, "Organization as a Technical Problem, 11 
i ta~'·o~ sg1enfe ~t Ama1ftgif!t!Qi• ed. Luther Guleck and :!. ~e (Newor; !nst u.e<r Publ1o Administration, 
' Oolumb1a University, 1937), pp. 54•55. 
11nouglas McGregor, ;p.e 1Jga.p s~~y of lijerpr11e (New York: McGraw-Hill Book OompaJ11, t § , p. • 
12P1gors, p. 120. 
10 
patients and the amount and etfeoziveness of supervision is 
difficult to assess. The problem arises from the contusion 
about the current supervisory practices in nursing. 
This contusion results partly trom the nature of 
nursing supervision which has both line and staff functions 
inherent in 1t, The two interrelated aspects of supervision 
are expert concern for the process of providing tor patient 
care and concern for personnel and human relat1ons. 13 
Individual supervisors working under different ciroumstanoes 
will emphasize one aspect of the supervisory role over 
another. This may be due to critical enviromnental pressures. 
lack of knoWledge or skill, or perhaps a laok of appreciation 
of the value of the supervisory process. As an essential 
component of nursing service, supervision has as a ma3or 
objective the facilitation of the efforts of many persons in 
the common task of providing oare to patients while at the 
same time enabling personnel to obtain personal satisfaction 
from their etforts. 14 
Very few standards by which supervision of hospital 
nursing services can be evaluated have been developed. This 
McGraw•H~~~r~~ 5::;~e1 ~~)~~P~afBi~strat1on (New York: 
14pigora and M7era, p. 97. 
1 1 
·has raised the quest1o~ as to how we might "evalua~ that 
:i part of nursing praot1ee which is not directly in contact with 
,, 
·' 
.: the patient but which is done 1n his behalf. Quantitatively 
; we might measure the amount ot clinical supervision 1n 
contrast to administrative supervision." 15 
The nursing administrator as a "person with leadership 
responsibility should be expected to furnish tangible evidence 
'of the effectiveness of the improvement programs ffiuperv1sioJ17 
'that ••• he puts into operation. n 16 
The problems racing nurses in evaluating. nursing 
• practice are many. Ad viae hb been g1 ven to the nursing 
, profession to "fa.oe the tao:t that except for a. few basic and 
'i material techniques, the qua.l1 ty of 1 ts service, its per-
, 
::. formance, its produot1 v1 ty, &Jld its effieienoy- • • • • are 
I 
!! not susceptible to precise or statistical measurement and 
:statement.n 17 
There is no generall1 accepted ratio of supervisor 
,, to head :nur.es existing to help the nursing administrator plan 
;\ 
·for span of superv1sor,y control. However, although the span 
15:rranoes Reiter • "!he Improvement of Nursing 
.: Praot1oe," Paper read at ANA Seot1on Regional Oon:terenoe, New 
York 01ty, February 15• 1961. 
16Burton and Brueokner, p. 655. 
17F1ner, p. 121. 
12 
of control principle "1s important tor anyone th1nlt1ng about 
the 3ob ot the supervisor to give attention to, • • • one 
; should not be arbi tra17 about numbers to be supervised; there 
are many variable factors to be oonsidered~' 1 8 
flThe number reporting will depend upon how much time 
one has to give to each subordinate, how routine is the work, 
the amount of planning and control that is required, and the 
· ability of subordinates to work on their own. nl9 
It would appear important to find out what these 
. variable ta.otors might be; since it has been said that the 
. "span ot control is dependent on factors to some extent 
measurable, so that a reasonable p•esor1pt1on oan be offered 
: and ought to be made, whatever tradition has fixed in any 
hospital situation. n20 
some :f'aotors influencing the number of day supervisors 
in selected Veterans Administration hospitals are identifiable. 
18nonovan, p. 373. 
19pfittner, p. 54. 
20,1ner, p. 227. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Selection and DtsoJip}1on of Sample 
To obtain data from approximately 20 per cent of the 
171 Veterans Administration hospitals, questionnaires 1 were 
mailed to forty-three (25 per cent) Ohiets, Nursing service. 
lor purposes or this study, 20 per cent was considered by the 
investigator to be an adequate sample. 
The selection of the nursing services was based on 
four hospital features: (1) classification- general medical 
and surgical hospitals2, (2) location- in urban communities 
in all sections or the United States, (3) size - over 400 but 
less than 1000 daily average number of patients during fiscal 
year July 1, 1959 through June 30, 1960, (4) teaching 
institutions conducting medical education and research 
programs • 
. 
1 Appendix A. 
2General Medical and surgical hospitals in the 
Veterans Administration usually include additional specialty 
services, such as neurops7ohiatric• pulmonary diseases, etc. 
13 
14 
T2ol Used to Oollect Data 
The questionnaire containing twenty-three questions 
:was composed of fixed-alternate and open-ended questions and 
a tabulation sheet. The fourteen fixed-alternate questions 
were used to obtain factual information. In five of the 
fourteen closed questions space was provided for "other" 
, answers. fhe nine open-ended questions were considered 
appropriate for el1o1ting expressions of opinion from the 
respondents. The tabulation sheet proVided space to give data 
regarding supervisory span of control within the nursing 
service. 
Two copies of the questionnaire were sent to the 
selected Chiefs, Nursing Service. One of the completed 
oopies was to be returned and one retained as a worksheet or 
for filing purposes. An accompanying letter3 gave a brief 
explanation of the studf and requested the respondents' 
., cooperation 1n completing and returning the questionnaire 
within a two weeks period of time. Respondents were given 
assuranoe'of anonymity. They were informed also that a 
summ.ary of the findings of the report would be sent to them at 
3 Appendix B. 
15 
a later date, 
By use of the questionnaire the following statistical 
data were obtained: (1) aumber of the established day super• 
visory positions, (2) number of supervisors by clinical 
service, (3) ratio between supervisors and head nurses, (4) 
·• ratio between supervisors and total nursing service personnel 
assigned to the supervisory area. 
Opinions of the Oh1ets, Nursing Service, were 
··. obtained regarding the following: ( 1) numerical adequacy of 
the present supervisory span ot control, (2) reasons !or 
numerical inadequacy, When so expressed, (3) reasons !or 
changing either the span o! control or the combination of 
wards tor supervisory coverage, (4) the role of supervisors, 
(5) ditterenoes 1n the role ot individual supervisors, (6) 
• reasons 1nfiueno1ng the deTelopment ot current role of 
supervisors, and (7) whether the supervisory needs ot the 
ward nursiD.g personnel were met or not. 
Additional information was elicited concerning: (1) 
• changes 1n the hospital activity from July 1, 1956 to 
March 31, 1961, (2) the length of time the present number of 
the established day supervisory positions remained unchanged• 
(3) the length of time the present oombination of wards for 
supervisory coverage remained uuchanged, and (4) whether a 
study had been made to evaluate the effectiveness o! 
16 
supervision. 
Thirty-eight individuals (88 per cent return) 
completed the questionnaires and mailed them within the 
suggested time period. 
The data submitted were compiled, reviewed, and 
analyzed for: (1) identification o.f typioal characteristics, 
(2) indication of how widely the supervisory situations in 
Veterans Administration hospitals vary, (3) comparisons of 
the similarities and differences of opinion expressed by the 
respondents, and (4) relationships between two or more groups 
ot data. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
f.he findings have been organized tor reporting 
purposes into three sections: (1) tactual data regarding 
supervisory span of control, (2) opinions expressed by the 
respondents, (3) relationships between changes occurring in 
hospital activities and changes in the nursing supervisory 
span of control. 
With two exceptions, all information given 1n the 
replies to the questionnaire 1s incorporated in the report 
of findings. Information concerning nursing student 
att111ations and the arrangements made tor relief ot the 
supervisors have been omitted sinoe the analyses of these 
i data proved to be irrelevant to the study. 
i 
In presenting average numbers in the text and tables, 
fractions have been rounded out to the nearest whole number 
since in reality both supervisors and wards are whole units. 
In this section data are given concerning four 
factors assumed empiricall7 by the Veterans Administration 
Nursing Service as intluenoing the number of supervisors. 
17 
18 
.. These four factors are: ( 1) clinical service, (2) contiguity 
. of wards supervised, (3} number of head nurses supervised, 
(4) total number of ward nursing personnel assigned within 
supervisory area. 
s~:r;~sitions acoprd~ns tg 
.: q_ ~a!_S!_cei . 
Table 1 shows the distribution of established day 
supervisory positions according to clinical services. 
Of the 133 positioht ninety-seven (73 per cent) 
had a span of control confined to wards within one clinical 
specialty service. The remaining thirty-six positions 
crossed service lines. From these data an inference was 
drawn that clinical service was one factor that influenced 
the number of supervisors. 
It might be speculated that the relationship between 
supervisory position and clinical service is of primary 
importance because of the growing emphasis on the role of 
the supervisor as a clinical nursing specialist. Assignment 
to one ol1n1oal service would be expected to facilitate the 
task of the average supervisor in providing expertness in 
one clinical nursing area. 
19 
TABLE 1. Number of day supervisory posi t1ons in thirty-eight 
Veterans Administration hospitals according to clinical 
services. 
Total Number of positions 
Ol1n1cal number of Within one One service plus 
Service supervisory service ward(s) on a 
positions second service 
Medical 41 33 8 
surgical 39 31 8 
Psychiatric 27 20 7 
Pu.lmona.ry 
8 Diseases 8 0 
Geriatric 2 2 0 
In\erm.ediate 1 1 1 0 
Neurological 1 1 . 0 
Spinal Oord 1 1 0 
Injury 
Miscellaneous 13 0 13 
Oombinations 
Totals 133 97 36 
. 
1In Veterans Administration hospitals, the Inter-
:, mediate Service' provides care and treatment ot patients 
'i whose oondi tions are expected to be of long term duration. 
20 
The review of the data concerning contiguity of 
ward units within each supervisory area disclosed that 
eighty (60 per cent) of the 133 ~pervisory positions were 
assigned to ward units which were contiguous to one another. 
Of the thirty-eight respondents, seven reported that 
-~~. 
the supervisory positions were distributed on the basis of 
the physical proximity of ward units regardless of ol1n1oal 
service in an effort to equalize the workload. 
No definite conclusion was drawn from analysis of 
these data. However, contiguousness of ward units appeared 
of lesser importance ~ the clinical service as a basis 
ot assignment of supervisory positions. 
Table 2 shows the number of supervisory positions 
according to the total and average numbers of ward un1 ts 
within the supervisory areas. 
The thirty-eight respondents reported a total of 133 
supervisory positions tor a total of 614 wards. The average 
supervisory span of control was approximately four and one-
half' wards. 
live ward un1 ts composed the average span of control 
21 
~-===-"'== 
t[ 
:i TABLE 2. Number of day supervisory posi tiona according to 
:! clinical services! total number of ward units, average 
:: nl.lllber of ward un ts per supervisor in thirty-eight 
:~ Veterans Administration hospitals. 
i! ,, 
rr, 
:I 
il 
II lln Veterans Administration hospitals, the lnter-
,1 mediate Service provides care and treatment of patients 
·; whose conditions are expected to be of long term duration. 
\: 
;: for the supervisors assigned to the major clinical services 
II 
i·! 
1
; of medicine and surgery. On other special. ty services the 
11
1 
average supe:rvisory area consisted of four tvards, except on 
I 
Ill :I two geriatric services where each of the two supervisors 
lj 
:1 had responsibility for one and two wards respectively. 
il 
!I 
!i 
II 
.~:-~·:·ce"·-·· 
I, 
22 
from these data an interenoe was drawn that the major 
services of medicine and surgery were p•ov1ded a slightly 
smaller number of supervisors. 
P':rom the data submitted the numbers of the super-
visory and head nurse positions were collected and the ratio 
for each hospital was calculated. The rat1os were then 
arranged in seven groups. The range of the thirty-six 
hospitals was from two to eight head nurses per supervisor. 
Twenty-three (64 per oent) hospitals had an average span of 
control of either ~our or five head nurses per supervisor. 
fhe distribution of the ratios ot supervisors to head nurses 
is given in Table 3. 
UBL.E 3. Distribution of raUos ot supe:nisors to he.ad 
il ~:~.Uses 1n th1rty•s1x* Veterans Adm1n1strat1on hospitals. 
" i: 
·! 
Ratio of supervisor 
to head nurses 
t • 2 • • • • • • • • • • 
1 • 3 • • • • • • • • • • 
1 4 • • • • • • • • • 
1 5 • • • • • • • • • 
1 . • 6 • • • • • • • • • 
1 : 1 • • • • • • • • • 
1 • 8 
• • • • • • • • • • 
Frequency 
in group 
1 
6 
10 
13 
3 
2 
1 
*!I.Yo respondents did not g1 ve the requested information. 
23 
Each supervisor has indirect responsibility for ward 
personnel. Despite appropriate delegation of a~tmori ty and 
responsibility to the head ·nurses, ·the amount of supervisory 
aoti 'f'1 ty will be determined to some extent by the numbers and 
categorles of ward nursing ·personnel. The amount of super-
visory activity has a d1reot relationship to the number of 
supervisory positions required. 
The data regarding the ratio of supervisors to total 
number of ward nursing personnel were compiled and ratios 
determined. These ratios were then arranged in seven groups 
ot increasingly larger numbers of ward personnel per super-
visor. ta'ble 4 shows the•e ratios. 
The data showed that the range in the thirty-three 
, hospitals was from twenty-two to eighty-nine personnel per 
supervisor. Twenty-eight (85 per cent) hospitals indicated 
that their supervisors had indirect responsibility tor fifty 
to eighty-nine persons. Included among these twenty-eight 
hospitals were twelve that indicated that their supervisors 
had indirect responsibility tor sixty to sixty-nine personnel. 
No definite conclusion was drawn from an analysis of 
these data. However. it wa.s noted that of the thirty--tbree 
hospitals on~y five (15 per cent) had 1nd1reot responsibility 
for less than titty ward nursing personnel, 
i! TABLE 4. Distribution of ratios 
:!number of ward nursing personnel 
ii Adm.1n1strat1on hosp1 tals. 
~ i 
of supervisors to total 
1n thirty-three* Veterans !1-----------------------------i; 
*five 
.Ratio of supervisor 
to total number of 
ward nursing personnel 
1 20-29 • ,. 
1 • 30•39 • • • 
1 • lt0-49 .. • • 
1 • 50·59 • • • 
1 . 60-69 • • • 
1 • 70·79 • • • 
1 . 80-89 • • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
respondents did not give 
,. 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
the 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
Frequency 
in group 
• 1 
• 1 
• 3 
• 5 
• 12 
• 
8 
• 3 
requested information. 
In this section the opinions g1 ven by the thirty-
: eight Ohiefs, Nursing Services, are reported,. Opinions were 
concerned w1 th the following: ( 1) attitudes of sat1 s:raot1on 
or dissatisfaction with the numerical adequacy of the super-
:Tisory staff, (2) reasons for satisfaction, When so expressed, 
:(3) reasons for dissatisfaotion, When this was expressed, 
( 4) Whether the superviso%7 needs of ward personnel had been 
met or not, (5) role of supervisor, {6) elements influencing 
~ 
.. the development ot current role of supervisors. 
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Ot the th1rtr•e1ght respondents. seventeen (45 per 
cent) reportedthat in their opinion the number of supervisors 
··was sufficient. The remaining twentr•one (55 per cent) 
,stated that they believed the number of supervisors was 
1nsut:t1c1ent. Satisfaction and d1ssat1stact1on with the 
numbers of supervisors were related to the average number of 
ihead nurses supervised. Table 5 shows the average span of 
; 
:supervisory control and the frequency with which the respon-
!dents stated the number of supervisors was sufficient or 
<1nsutf1o1ent. 
A review of these data disclosed that seventeen 
respondents considered three to six head nurses per supervisor 
as a satisfactory spaa)of control. However, an equal number 
of respondents considered two to six head nurses per super-
v1'sor as an unsa t1sfaetory span of control. From these data 
1 t was interred that a range of two to six head nurses per 
supervisor may or may not be satisfactory depending on other 
' variables. 
Supervisory areas of over six wards was considered 
i 
:too large a span ot control bJ the tour respondents reporting 
ii this sized supervisory area since d1ssat1s.taot1on was 
'i 
;I expressed. 
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.· TABLE 5. Su.t:f'1o1en.oy and insu!'f1c1enoy of numbers of super-
visors in relation to average number of head nurses per 
supervisor. as expressed by th1rt,--e1ght Oh1ef's, Nursing 
Service. 
Average number of head 
nurses per supervisor 
2.0 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
6.5 
1.0 
7.5 
8.0 
Totals • • • • 
Frequency with Which the number of 
supervisors was considered to be: 
sutt1o1ent Insutt1c1ent 
0 1 
3 1 
1 1 
4 4 
8 9 
1 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
17 21 
In a.naJ.,-zing the :findings concerning opinions about 
' the span of' control, there did not appear to be any general 
~: agreement as to the ideal number of ward un1 ts tor which one 
supervisor should be responsible. However, an inference could 
be drawn from the data, s1noe in no instance was a span of 
' control greater than six ward units considered satisfactory. 
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Ot the thirty-eight Ohiets, NUrsing Service, seven-
teen (45 per cent) stated that in their opinion the number ot 
supervisors assigned in the1r respective hospitals was 
, su:tt1o1ent. The various reasons given 1n explanation tor 
~i their opinions were found to be in five oategor1es: ( 1) 
d i 
:i stable and experienced ward personnel, (2) oont1gu1 ty of 
,! 
::wards, (3) delegation of appropriate responsibility to head 
,nurses, (4) supervision oonttnad within one clinical service, 
'i (5) appropriate number ot head nurses assigned to each super-
~ Vi sol". 
Of the thirty-eight respondents, twenty-one (55 per 
:cent} stated that in 'their opinion the number of supervisors 
ass1ped in their respf;tot1ve hospitals was 1nsuf'f1c1ent. The 
reasons given are shown 1n Table 6. 
seven reasons were mentioned as the causes for dis-
satisfaction with the number ot supervisors assigned. Eigh• 
'teen respondents gave three prl.marr reasons: (1) pressure ot 
I 
, ward activities, (2) inconvenient ph7s1oa1 arrangement of 
supervisory areas, (3) too man7 head nurses for eaoh super• 
visor. Three other respondents gave three different primary 
reasons: (1) amount of direct assistance needed by personnel 
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·on indiVidual nursing care problems. (2) too manr personnel, 
:1 ( 3) 1nexpel'1ence of head nurses. In one instance a oa.use 
.' 
:1 tor dissatisfaction was 'the high turnover rate of ward 
personnel • 
. TABLE 6. Reasons, in relative order of im.porta.noa, that number 
,of supervisors was considered 1nsutt1e1ent as expressed by 
~twaatr-one Chiefs, NUrsing service. 
:Frequency with Order of Importance Reasons Which :reason 
was given 
' 1 ! 2! 3 )4 5 6 
PresS\tl'e of ward activities 17 a 16 l2 It I • ! ~ I '· ! I . 1 " Inconvenient physical l ! .. ) I 
arrangement 12 7 12 i 1 ! 1 I 1 I Too many head nurses per ! I I 
supervisor 11 3 4 \2 2 I 
'Amount of direct assistance I I I I I 
I needed by personnel on 16 
I ' I individual nursing care I 
problems 10 1 \3 
11 
! 
I 
Too many personnel 9 1 3 !1 3 
' I ; f I lt i l Inexperience of head nurses 6 13 1 11 
' 
High turnover rate of l1 I personnel 1 I i I 
From the respondents' reasons tor their expressed 
.·attitudes of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with the number 
.'o:t supervisory positions, five factors were identified. These 
::raotors were: stability of ward personnel, delegation of 
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" 
appropriate responsibility to head nurses, pressure of ward 
' 
: aot1v1 ties, experience level of head nurses, and amount ot 
direot assistance needed with individual nursing care 
problems •. 
It was the belief of the investigator that one ca.JlllOt 
study the factors that intluenoe the number of supervisors 
·unless there is some indication of the effectiveness of the 
·numbers. Therefore, op1n1ons were elicited from the Chiefs, 
Nursing Service, regarding the ability of supervisors to meet 
the supervisor, needs of ward nursing personnel. 
The opinions ot th1rt;r .. seven respondents indicated 
, that in sixteen (43 per cent) situations, the supervisory 
needs of ward nursing personnel were being met, and in twenty• 
, one (57 per cent) they were not being met. These opinions 
were related to the sutfio1enoy or 1nsutfic1ency of the 
·numbers of supervisors as shown in Table 7. 
From the review of these data it was noted that there 
were sixteen situations in which the supervisory needs of 
·ward personnel were considered as having been met. In ten ot 
these situations the number ot supervisors was considered to 
· be sufficient and 1n six the number was considered to be 
' insuft1o1ent. 
! 
!ABLE 7. Relationship between sufficient and insufficient 
numbers of supervisors and meeting supervisory needs of ward 
, personnel as expressed by thirt)"•seven* Ohief's, Nursing 
: Service. 
., 
Number of supervisors 
Supervisory Needs of was considered to be: 
Ward Personnel su:tf'ioient Insu:f1'1c1ent 
Oonaidered as hav1:f been met 
in sixteen s1tuat ons 10 6 
Considered as not having been 
met in twenty-one situations 7 ! 14 
*One respondent did not give the requested information. 
Of the twentr-one nursing services in which the 
~pervisory needs of ward nursing personnel were considered 
, as 1.21 having been met, there were fourteen situations with a 
. reported 1nsuttic1ent number ot su.penisors. In the remaining 
seven situations, the number of supervisors was considered to 
·'be sufficient. 
In seven nursing services it was reported that despite 
a sutt1oient number of supervisors, the supervisory needs of 
. ward nursing persolU1el had not been met. In explanation of' 
this, the respondents gave the following four reasons: (1) 
ineffectiveness of the supervision given, (2) lack of edu-
, oat1onall7 prepared supervisors. (3) inexperience of' super-
visors, (4) shortage ot ward personnel. 
In six nursing services it was reported that the 
,, 
supervisory needs of ward personnel were considered as being 
met despite a numerically inadequate supervisory staff. In 
explanation of this, the respondents gave the folloWing three 
reasons: (1) partial delegation of supervisory responsibility 
and authority to head nurses and staff nurses, (2) stability 
of ward nursing personnel, (3) ward actiVity remained fairly 
constant. 
In anal;rz1ng these data 1 t was interred that there 
, were man;y variables affecting the relationship between the 
number of supervisors and the ability to meet the supervisory 
ineeds of ward nursing personnel. In the sixteen situations 
where the needs were met, ten (62.5 per cent) had a numeri-
cally adequate supervisory statf. In the twenty-one situations 
:where the needs were not met, fourteen (66 per cent) had an 
insufficient number of supervisors. No definite conclusion 
i' was drawn from these data. 
Rplt g{ syperyisg£§ 
In the absence ot well understood and generally 
accepted supervisory functions and activities, it was 
presumed that Ohiets, Nursing Service, had differing 
expectations of the supervisors. !his, in turn, seemed 
likely to atfect the number of positions established. There-
:tore it was believed pertinent to this study to obtain 
:opinions regarding the current role ot supervisors, and so 
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,, l~itH.::ro!e;t;•:t;:2i:il:rn*IY&:rs 
As identified by the respo.ndents, there were eight 
Nursing Service features which laid the foundation for the 
. current role of the superviso,rs. These features are listed 
' in Table 8. 
An inference drawn from these data was that the two 
major features influencing the role of the supervisors were: 
(1) delineation and assignment of supervisory :responsibilities 
b7 nursing administration, and (2) the interests and/or 
qualifications of the supervisors. ~s conclusion was 
reached since twent7•nine (76 per cent) respondents gave these 
:two nursing service features as their primary reasons for the 
,development of the current role of supervisors in their 
respective hospitals. 
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, TABLE 8. Nursing Service features identified as influencing 
the development of current role ot supervisors as given by 
thirty-eight Chiefs, .Nursing Service, i:n relative order of 
importance. 
Nursing Service Jeatures 
SUpervisory 
respons1b111t1es defined 
and assigned b;r nursing 
administration 
Interests and/or 
qualif1oat1ons of 
supervisors 
supervisory program 
ob3eot1 ves 
Planned educational 
program for supervisory 
personnel 
: Expediency 
!enure in supervisor;r 
position 
Shared development of 
supervisory policies and 
procedures 
Supervisors• interests 
superimposed on nursing 
service objectives and 
factors outside nursing 
service Which atteot 
supervisors' effective-
ness 
Frequency w1 th 
which features 
Order o:t 
Importance 
were mentioned 1---
1
-
1
,_-,....._.,..... __ 
2 ! 3 .If. 
13 
6 
2 
1 
1 
t 
15 115 
I 
14 111 
I 
5 l 3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
I I , 
l 
! 
I 
I 
I 
1 
It was believed b7 the investigator that possibl7 
some factors in addition to those given in response to direct 
questions might be disclosed bT an indirect method. There~ 
fore, information was elicited and obtained concerning 
. changes in hosp1 tal aot1 v1 ties occurring during the period 
, from Jul7, 1956 through March, 1961 and changes made in the 
. number of supervisory positions and/or rearrangement of ward 
un1 ts for superviso%7 coverage during the same period of time. 
!hirty-one respondents reported a total of ninety-
eight changes in hospital aoti vi ties. These changes were 
classified into four groups: (1) bed capacity, average daily 
census, and patient turnover rate, (2) revisions in categories 
: of bed services, (3} changes arising out of nursing care 
requirements, (4) miscellaneous. 
ot the thirty-one respondents reporting changes in 
the overall hospital activities, fifteen reported that the 
number of supervisors was changed. In the remaining sixteen 
situations where changes in the overall hospital activities 
had occurred, there were no changes in the number of super-
' visors. However, ten of these sixteen respondents reported 
' that the7 had rearranged the grouping of ward units for 
• supervisory coverage. 
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seven respondents reported ~t there were no 
essential changes in hospital activities. Of these seven 
respondents. three reported a change in the number of ward 
1 un1 ts tor supervi so17 e.overage. 
:. 
The opinions ot the th1rt1-one respondents were 
• obtained concerning the reasons tor changing the number of 
supervisorr pos1 tiona and/or the combinations of wards for 
supervisor1 coverage. These reasons are listed below in 
descending order according to frequency of mentio~: 
1. Regrouping of patients. 
2. Ohange 1n the number of patients. 
3. Changing needs of patients. 
4. Budgeta.rr considerations. 
5. Need to equalize workload.. 
6. stab111tr or instab1lit1 of ward personnel. 
1. Ava1labil1t1 or unavailabil1t7 of qualified 
supervisors. · 
8. Management decision. 
9. Needs of medical residents and teaching programs. 
10. Reorganization of the HurslDg Service. 
11. Reorganization of the hospital. 
12, Revision of the ratio between professional and 
nonprofessional nursing personnel. 
From these data, it is noted that changes were made 
, 1n the number o:t supel'Visoey positions and/or the grouping of 
.! ward units tor supernsory- ooverage, even though there vrere 
no changes occurring in the oYerall hosp1 tal aoti v1 ty. 
However, no additional factors to those disclosed by 
direct inquiry were uncovered. 
OHAJ?TER V 
SUMMARY; OONOLUSIONS 1 AND. ltEOOMMENDATIOUS 
!his study was undertaken to identify factors 
influencing the number of da7 supervisors employed 1n thirty-
eight selected Veterans Administration hospitals to test the 
hypothesis that some ot the factors were 1dent1t1able. 
Data was obtained from replies to mailed quest1onna1r~ 
Thes• replies were received from thirtT•eight Ohiefs, Nursing 
servtoe; in selected Vete~s Administration hospitals 
located in urban areas 1n thirty-one states. The question-
naire \ms designed wi'th f'1:x:ed•al. ternate and open-ended 
questions. A tabulation sheet for data was also included. 
The data were reviewed to 1dent1f7 typical oharaoter1st1os, 
indications of how widely the supervisory situations in the 
Veterans Mm1n1strat1on hQspi:lals Tar1; to note the similari-
ties and differences ot opinion expressed by the respondents 
and to relate two or more groups of data. 
Data revealed that the hypothesis as stated was 
supported. Certain fa.cto.rs 1nfluenc1:ng the number of super-
visors J!£1 identitied. 
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1 • The responses from the questionnaire indicated 
that the factors 1nflueno11:3g, to a pronounced degree, the 
number ot sttpervisors were: 
a. clinical service 
b. number of head nurses 
2. fhe responses from the questionnaire indicated 
that the f'aotors 1nflu.enc1ng; to a lesser degree, the number 
of supervisors were:. 
a. number of total W8.Jld nursing personnel 
b. oontigu1 'tJ ot wards 
c. stab1l1t7 of ward personnel 
d. delegation of appropriate responsibility 
to head nurses 
e. pressure of ward activities 
f. experience level of head nurses 
g. amount of direct assistance needed w1 th 
individual nursing care problems 
:;. It 1.11a:y be concluded that there 1s no general 
agreement as to the most desil.-able or ideal span of control. 
It is interred from the data that a span of control in some 
~situations up to and including six head nurses was considered 
:jaooeptable. 
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4. The innumerable variables of nursing services 
preclude ~~e establishment on a nat1on•w1de basis of a fixed 
supervisory span ot control 1n the 171 VGterans Administration 
. hospitals. 
5. The data indicated that the relationship between 
the number ot supervisors and the ability to meet the super-
visory needs of personnel is tenuous. 
6. The respondents 1nd1oate4 a high degree of 
agreement on the current role of the supervisor as an 
adm1n1stra ti ve nursing sUpervisor. 
7. Data supported ~.,_e hunch that changes in the 
supervisory span of control are mad~ to meet changing super-
visory needs ot personnel. 
1. That a study be conducted in selected situations 
to ascertain the etfeot1veness ot the supervision. 
2. That a s1m1lar study be conducted to enable the 
supervisors to ezpress tneir opinions. 
3. That a si:m.1lar stud7 be done in the entire 
Veterans Administration Nursing Service to ascertain 1! the 
. t1nd2.3:1Gs of this report would be applioable in the speo1a.J.1zed 
hospitals. 
I 
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1. Number ot operat1Dg beds ----
2. JY 1960 ADPL ____ 2a. PY 1960 Patient Turnover Rate __ _ 
3. !eaobJ.Dg hosp1 tal: (a) [_I Yea 
4. Nursing AttU1at1ons: Baa1o Students 
Graduate studeats 
(b) 
(a) 
(o) 
L] No 
LJ Yes (b) 
r'J Yes (d) 
5. l'rom Jul7 1 1 1956 to the present. has the aoti vi t7 of the 
hosp1 tal remained esseatlall7 unohamged? (Number and tne 
[J 
r=J 
ot patients, bed oapaoit7, grouping of patients, oonstruot1on. 
etc.) 
(a) [] Yes (b) [] No 
5a. It )g. please list the ob&nges: 
No 
No 
6. How ll.8n1 4&7 supervisors are DOW assig11ed to ward service? __ 
1. Who relieves each euperviaor tor dars off and annual leave? 
(a) [] hll time Assistant SUperv1eor (b) [J head nurse 
(o) r-J another supervisor {d) [j A.sst. Oh1e:t', Nursing Sen. 
(e) [] other (spe01t7) _____________ _ 
a. In your op1l11on 1s the present supervisory coverage numerically 
adequate? (a) :J Yes (b) [] No 
Sa. If I!.it please e:xpld.n: ______________ _ 
Bb. It Ia• do you consider that the supervisory span of control 
ls too great 1n terms ot a.u:r of the following? (It you 
oheok more than one item. please use t1gure 1 to 1dent1f7 
the most important reason. figure 2 tor the next most 
1mportan.t1 etc.) 
(a) [] number of wards supenioed 
(b)[] distance or pqsloal arrangement ot supervisory 
areas 
( o) [-1 total mtlllber ot ward nursing personnel 
(d) [] amount ot d1reot aealstance needed by ward 
1111raS.q perso!ll'lel. on 1l141 'ri.dual nursing care 
problems 
(e) [J inexperience ot head nurses 
(1') [] turnover rate ot ward nursing persor.mel 
(g) IJ activity on wards (turnover rate of patients. 
variety and complexity of medical and nursing 
programs • etc. ) 
(h) [J other (please explain} _________ _ 
9. Row long has the present npbl£ of ~a established day Super-
Ylao~ pos1t1ona remained unoh&Dged? 
" (a) [J less than one rear 
(b) 0 over one year but less tban t1ve rears 
(o) 0 over five years 
1 o. How loug has the present oorab1nat1on of wards tor supervlsorr 
coverage remained unohallged? 
(a) [] less than one Je&r 
(b) [~I over one rear but lese 'than t1ve rears 
( o) [J over t1 ve 7ears 
11. It ,-ou checked (a) or (b) 1n questions 9 or 10 above, what 
factors influenced the deo1s1on? If rou oheok more than one 
ot the following items, please use t1gure 1 to 1dentif7 the 
most 1mpor'tant reason, figure 2 tor the next most important, 
etc.) 
(a) 0 
(b) 0 
(c) 0 
(4) [] 
(e)[] 
(f) [] 
(g) [J 
change 1n number ot patients 
regrouping of patient& (pngressive oare unlts, etc.) 
changing needs of patients 
stab1l1 t7 or 1nsiabU1 ty of ward personnel 
ava1lab111tr or unava1lab1l1t.J of qualified supervisors 
budgetar.r oons1derat1on 
other (please explaln) ____________ _ 
t2. In rour opinion are '\he supervisors pertormlng the tunotions 
8.114 actin ties ouU1ned 1n G-51 tt-2, Part V? 
(a) 0' Yes [ ---1 (b) __ Bo 
Oomment -----------------------------------------------
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''· Prom 'the aa3o:t1t7 of duties perto:rmed, how vould 7ou describe 
the current role of the superrisor? 
(a) [] adm1n1strat1ve nurs1Dg superv:J.sor 
(b) I J ol1n1oal nurs1Dg speo1alist 
(o) [J other (please explain) ___________ _ 
14. Is there a d1.tferenoe in the roles pl8.78d b7 different 
1nd1v1dual supervisors? 
(a) [l tes (b} [_j No 
Oomment -----------------------------------------------
15. What 1nflueneed the development of the current role of super-
YisQrs at your hospital? If' rou oheok more than one of the 
following items please uae tigure 1 tor the most important 
nason, :tigtUI'e. 2 tor the next aoat 1aporta.nt. etc.) 
(a} [_] interests and/or quaJ.Wcat1ons of the supervisors 
(b) L J supen'1sory respons1b111t1es defined and assigned b;y 
Nura1ag Adllinletra tc1on 
{o) [] pla.:rm.ed educational program tor supervisory- personnel 
(d) Ll 3\lpervlsor:r program ob3eotives 
(e) [J other (please explain) ___________ _ 
16. In 70uzt opinion. are the d11Ues now being performed meeting the 
w.parvisorr needs o:t the ward nursbl.g personnel? 
(a) [. J Yes (b) [] No 
oomment._ ____________________________________________ _ 
t 7. Is the opinion expressed :ln anever to 16 above the result of a 
studr to evaluate the etteot1veneas of supervislon? 
(a) 0 Yes (b) [] Bo 
oo.maent._ ____________________________________________ _ 
18. Plaae idelltify tlut apaa of coatrol lor eadl supeniaor. (Where there is .ore tllaa oae supenlsor ia the 
clialeal eel'9iee aote the separate liae ite.s.) 
Super- Mo. of Persoaael Aaaicaed Are warda co-eata re,arcu., aay problea related 
yiaor Warda Bd. Nuraee i All otben coatipou? to physical arr&a~e.eat of auperYiaory 
I 
I 
area 
(1) l 1.0 yea 2.1 •. -(a) Medical 1.0 yea 2. 1---:- 110 (2) / 
(1) 1.0 yea r: ; 2. t.---1110 (b > Surcical 1.0 yea 2. r 1 110 (2) 
I 
l.[J. yea ! I (1) ! (c) Payclli- \ 2. 1--L-
at ric (2) I 1.0 yea 2. I lao i 
(d) Netal'o- (1) \ i 1.0 yea . I 2. 1--lao 
loci cal (2) t t.U yes 2. c-I ; 
(1) i 1.! l yea 2. 0110 ! I (e) Pul110aary 
1. 0 yea 2.! \RO (2) 
(1) 1.0 yes 2. 0-(f) Geriatric 
1.0 yes ~ (2) 2.~__180 
<c> Other (1) 1. 0 yea 2.[ Jao 
(Specify) 
(2) - _l_ I 1. Dyes ' ' •I 2. u-
_____ L 
~~~-~--·- ---~ -
~ 
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' 
76 ~oaier Road 
Caabriqe 38, Maaa. 
Karch 24, 1961 
' p,_ a.- tt.e 1 haVe Hell aware that 811011& ••Y Chief ! hraea there ia •tual iatenat ia the aupai'Viain provided ia 
:J our hospital aurataa .. nicea. Althouah tbe iatereat ia 1a I, 
',': quality, I • uldq iluauiriea about the at~Uer of avperviaora il 1a tbe beUef that then ia a cartaia relati011ahip 1Natwea the 
11 a.-er of aupeni801'a aad effectiveuaa of the aupeniaion pro--li vicled. 
H 
Tb.1a study ia Miq deoe aa a partial requireaat 
toward a Master of Scieace ctearee at Boatoa U.iveraity School 
of hraiq. JUaa Bauae hu atvea • pel'lliaaioa to write to 
selected hoapitala. Therefore 1 .. requeatiag your aaaiataace 
1a c-,lettaa a CfU88tioauin naarcU.ag aupervlaory coverage ia 
your aunias eervt.ce. It ia to the day aupel'Viaory position at 
the iate~diate level 'betwea the lluaia& Ad:aiaiatratora mel the 
Bead llunea that atteatioa ia kina directed. 
Your aaawera ad e-.ta will be ftl'J helpful. You 
'! ue aaaured that then will be ao effort •ct• to identify the 
:1 cooperatiaa hoapitala ewa though it woulcl 'be poaail»le to do ao. 
!! It ia aot neceaauy that JOUI.' aa. 1»e aipe4 to the questionnaire. 
rt: 
. Please c0111plete the queatioaaain by April 9, 1961, and 
:; ~~ail it ill the aelf•aclctnaaed euvelope euloaed. A ,_.l'J of 
I 
::the naulta of thia aUI"ft)' will be nat you. · 
tj 
Your cooperation ia wry .ac:h appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
